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Abstract
Diversity own role important in carry out worship for inhabitant country. The aim of this research is to strengthen the sense of tolerance that originates from the intention and spirit of appreciating and respecting others with the belief that all man on in essence the same and equivalent. Research This nature literature review this research is a summary of the author's thoughts taken from several sources references. Results research this very push creation public which each other respect and harmony, despite differences in culture, religion and belief. By because that, conclusion from journal this is prevent gap in diversity is very important, because Indonesia recognizes the existence of six religions different. Because matter that important for embed principle and idea resilience national to prevent the gap between life and state.
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Introduction
The foundation of national identity is Pancasila. Because Pancasila is the basis of the state, then all aspects of social, state and state life must be reflected in value value. Besides that, public Indonesia in a way whole must realizing these values in every attitude and behavior. Indonesian Population come from various backgrounds, including race, ethnicity and religion, all of which impact on method behave and think every people. Problem gamma, government at least confess presence six religion which chosen Islam, Catholic, Protestant, Hindu, Buddhism, and Confucianism become a religion official society Indonesia. This is aspect which very sensitive and important because every religion have exclusive dogma. That is, if a believer one religion touch on adherent religion which other, so assumed has happen desecration religion, which is punishable by criminal law under criminal Code 156a and Law Number 1 PNPS Year 1965 about Prevention Abuse or Desecration Religion. (furthermore called the Religious Blasphemy Law) (Choirul Anwar, 2018). However, diversity is often seen as differences, and those who are often utilise and exploit difference for reach objective and its interests alone or his group can make difference become the more critical. Conflict and problem will appear if diversity this seen asa difference. diversity possible become something matter which scary and properwe be proud (Yulianti, 2021). By Because that, prevent gap in diversity very important, because Indonesia confess existence six religion Therefore, it is important to instill the principles and ideas of resilience national to prevent the gap. Where the term "resilience" describes traits such as a strong will to defend national interests. A nation that is resilient to external threats to teak self, integrity, and method his life is nation which dynamic and have fortitude and enthusiasm to face all difficulties. To guarantee development of thought patterns, action patterns, attitude patterns and unifying work patterns actions of the nation, it is important to understand the basic beliefs of the nation that contain aspect National defence. to achieve tolerance and freedom religious. The realization of universal worship which is one component of resilience national standards require adherence to the principle of diversity. Regarding religious freedom and tolerance, it is important to consider how to live that life full tolerance, how much big effort which done citizen for uphold tall tolerance, and how effort they For enter idea resilience national to in their religious
freedom. The expression "Different but still one" is found in the Old Javanese word Bhinneka Tunggal Ika is also Indonesia's national motto. Bhinneka, on the other hand, means "unifying the nation". The reason is, Indonesia consists of more than 17,000 islands, with 60% of its land divided by sea, 714 tribes, and more than 1,100 languages or races different areas. The idea is that, although there are marked differences between Lots region in Indonesia, country This Still Can unite in lower motto Bhinneka Tunggal Ika. Therefore, Bhinneka Tunggal Ika is the way of the indonesian people bring together area area which different history and its tradition. (Tambunan, 2020). Indonesia is country which very prone to to split and conflict. This matter because Indonesia is country with diversity ethnic group, ethnic group, culture, religion as well as characteristic typical and uniqueness each area. Indonesia is country which own diversity culture, ethnic group, language, and other which is unique compared to other countries. Basically the diversity of society Indonesia is capital base in development nation. By because that, very required a sense of unity and oneness that is embedded in every citizen indonesian. but on in fact it still happens that what is there must be become capital for nation this for become nation which strong conflict which on behalf of ethnic group, religion, race or certain groups.

Research Methodology
Type study which used on study this is study literature review. Study literature review is something method which used for answer research problems related to data references from journals, articles, and also thesis. This study nature studies case which aim for analyze how application principle diversity in honor implementation worship for every citizen as national resilience concept and in applying the principle of diversity in respecting the implementation of worship for every citizen is important part of the concept of national resilience. This matter ensure every individual feel respected and protected in operate confidence his religion, so that strengthen unity and stability in public.

Result & Discussion
Diversity has an important role in the implementation of worship for citizens. Through diversity, every inhabitant country own freedom For operate worship according to belief religion or spiritual without discrimination. This matter push creation public which each other honor and harmonious, although have differences culture, religion, and confidence. Besides That, principle diversity help prevent conflict religion with build understanding, empathy, and award to difference confidence. Diversity also possible strengthening identity cultural and religion each individual. in context worship, diversity enrich experience spiritual, possible inhabitant country for celebrate and maintain identity cultural and religion they. All this is not just create public which inclusive and harmonious, but also reflects the basic values of democracy which value freedom, equality and justice. Essence principle Bhinneka Tunggal Ika which become part from understanding outlook archipelago is understanding which resting on pattern think human, so become the basis for various ways of thinking, acting and responding to interests in push by interest. Problem social, nationality, and statehood, awareness will task and obligation every inhabitant country Indonesia for uphold tall, obedient, and loyal with full faith and devotion to religious teachings is needed to mel protect the nation and the territorial integrity of the Republic of Indonesia, which includes the implementation of Insight Archipelago in the field political, economy, social and cultural life, defense and security as well as Archipelago Insight challenges. (Single, 2019). Public multicultural must fertilize tolerance as mark core. likewise, tolerance must be instilled in the classroom to develop students which can value diversity individual. Tolerance is pattern think and behavior which value distinction between religion, ethnicity, beliefs, attitudes and behavior of other people. (Ministry of National Education, 2010). Tolerance originates from the intention and spirit of appreciating and respecting others with the belief that all humans are essentially the same and equal. Tolerance means the willingness to give space and opportunity to others to walk right something which become confidence and his opinion. With thereby, no will there is attitude each other blame will difference each individual (Mahfud, 2011).

On research which in do student the own background behind religious Christian. Objective from research this usually is for support spiritual growth, character development, social service, and religious activities for student christian in environment campus. organization sort of this often stage various activity, like prayer together, discussion religious, service society, and other social events. in conducting this research interview statement from they as representative say that method they in implement an attitude of tolerance towards other religions, namely by getting along with everyone without differentiate trust each value and give opportunities for friends of different religions without discrimination and respect religion other for do his worship we must confess religion they and value whatever which his religion do while matter the nature build religion which one with which other. They say that method create individuals become obedient people and respect others in a condition of belief religion which
different that is with people which obedient and value person that is apply what is taught by religion so that life in this world will not be there is conflict regarding religion, if people are able to carry out their religious teachings with good, then the person will hate and will not like bad behavior and must have an attitude of tolerance that does not cause conflict because of differences between religious beliefs. Members of the research also say not only public which must own attitude tolerance but government as which leading must also have an attitude of tolerance because in indonesia we are bound by unity and confess 6 religion official so that intolerance very good because unite so it won't causing division in society.

**Conclusion**

This research journal shows awareness of the importance of internal tolerance face diversity religion in Indonesia. They in a way general agree that leader should promote and support tolerance for prevent split in public. Diversity proven bring benefit, like prevent conflict religion and enrich experience spiritual. By because that. Recommendations are provided to strengthen the approach to diversity and tolerance within formation character student and public general, with cooperation between government, institution religion, and public for create environment which supports religious diversity. This conclusion confirms that understanding and the practice of tolerance is very important in forming an inclusive, harmonious, and respect religious differences.
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